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ABSTRACT
Human activity recognition plays an important role in people’s
daily life. However, it is oen expensive and time-consuming to
acquire sucient labeled activity data. To solve this problem, trans-
fer learning leverages the labeled samples from the source domain
to annotate the target domain which has few or none labels. Un-
fortunately, when there are several source domains available, it is
dicult to select the right source domains for transfer. e right
source domain means that it has the most similar properties with
the target domain, thus their similarity is higher, which can facili-
tate transfer learning. Choosing the right source domain helps the
algorithm perform well and prevents the negative transfer. In this
paper, we propose an eective Unsupervised Source Selection algo-
rithm for Activity Recognition (USSAR). USSAR is able to select the
most similar K source domains from a list of available domains. Af-
ter this, we propose an eective Transfer Neural Network to perform
knowledge transfer for Activity Recognition (TNNAR). TNNAR
could capture both the time and spatial relationship between activ-
ities while transferring knowledge. Experiments on three public
activity recognition datasets demonstrate that: 1) e USSAR al-
gorithm is eective in selecting the best source domains. 2) e
TNNAR method can reach high accuracy when performing activity
knowledge transfer.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human activity recognition (HAR) aims to seek the profound high-
level information from the low-level sensor inputs [39]. For ex-
ample, we can predict if a person is walking or running using the
on-body sensors such as a smartphone or wristband. HAR has been
widely applied to many applications such as indoor localization [43],
sleep state detection [46], and smart home sensing [41].
ere are dierent activity paerns of dierent body parts, so
sensors can be put on them to collect activity data and then build
machine learning models. e combination of signals from dierent
body parts can be used to reect meaningful knowledge such as
person’s detailed health information [18] and working states [33].
Unfortunately, the real situation is that we either do not want all
body parts to be equipped with sensors, or the data on certain body
part may be easily missing. In these situations, we are unable to
train models to recognize the activities of some body parts. Figure 1
illustrates this situation. If the activity information on the arm
(the red pentacle, we call it the target domain) is missing and we
want to predict the activities on this body part, how to utilize the
information on other parts (such as torso or leg, we call them the
source domains) to help build the model? is problem is referred
to as the cross-domain activity recognition (CDAR).
is problem is extremely challenging. Firstly, we do not know
which body parts are most similar to the target domain since the
sensor signals are not independent, but are highly correlated be-
cause of the shared body structures and functions. If we use all
the body parts, there is likely to be negative transfer [32] because
some body parts may be dissimilar. Secondly, we only have the
raw activity data on the target domain without the actual activity
labels, making it harder to measure the similarities. irdly, even
we already know the similar body parts to the target domain, it is
also dicult to build a good machine learning model using both
the source and target domains. e reason is that the signal on dif-
ferent domains are following exactly dierent distributions, which
means there are distribution discrepancies between them. However,
traditional machine learning models are built by assuming that all
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Figure 1: An example of cross-domain activity recognition.
e activity signals on dierent body parts are oen dier-
ent. If the labels of a certain part are missing (the red penta-
cle), how to leverage the well-labeled activity data on other
body parts (the blue dots) to acquire its labels?
signals are with the same distribution. Moreover, existing neural
networks are too generic to capture both the time and spatial in-
formation in the activity data. Fourthly, when it comes to dierent
persons, there are also similar body parts across persons (Fig. 2).
is makes the problem more challenging.
In this paper, we aim to tackle above challenges through multi-
ple source selection and deep neural network. For multiple source
selection, we calculate the distance between available sources and
the target domains to select the most similar source domains. Our
intuition is that the sensor signals may consist of generic and spe-
cic relationships about the body parts: the generic relationship
means the data distance between two signals such as the Euclidean
distance or cosine similarity; the specic relationship refers to the
similar moving paerns or body functions between two body parts.
By calculating these two signicant distances, we can correctly
measure the distances between dierent body parts, and thus se-
lect the right source domains. Our algorithm does not depend on
the availability of the target domain labels. We call this algorithm
Unsupervised Source Selection for Activity Recognition (USSAR).
Aer obtaining the right source domains via the USSAR algo-
rithm, we propose a Transfer Neural Network for Activity Recogni-
tion (TNNAR). TNNAR is an end-to-end neural network to perform
knowledge transfer across dierent domains. e important thing
is that in order to reduce the distance between two domains, we
add an adaptation layer in the network to calculate the adaptation
loss, which can be optimized jointly with the classication loss.
e main structure of TNNAR is two convolutional blocks with
max-pooling operations, one LSTM layer, and two fully-connected
layers. We use the convolutional layers to extract the spatial fea-
tures from the original activity data. e LSTM layer is mainly for
capturing the time features [39]. e fully-connected layers are
used for nonlinear transformation. Finally, a somax function is
applied for classication.
To validate the performance of our USSAR and TNNAR algo-
rithms, we conduct extensive experiments on three large-scale pub-
lic activity recognition datasets: OPPORTUNITY, PAMAP2, and
UCI DSADS. All of them contains multiple domains from several
body parts. We perform cross-domain activity recognition across
TorsoRight ArmRight Leg Left LegLeft ArmBackLeft Upper ArmLeft LowerArmRight Upper ArmRight Lower Arm DSADSOPPORTUNITY Hand PAMAP2 AnkleChest
Figure 2: How to select the most similar body parts and per-
form activity transfer on multiple persons?
dierent body parts. e Experimental results demonstrate that US-
SAR is eective in choosing the right source domains, and TNNAR
achieves the best accuracy in activity transfer.
e main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We propose the rst unsupervised source selection algorithm
for activity recognition. USSAR measures both the general and
specic characteristics of activity information, hence it is capable
of capturing the profound relationship between dierent domains.
2) We propose an end-to-end transfer neural network for cross-
domain activity recognition. Dierent from existing deep transfer
learning methods that need to extract features from human knowl-
edge, our TNNAR can simultaneously perform classication and
adaptation between two activity domains on the original data.
3) We evaluate the proposed USSAR and TNNAR algorithms
in extensive experiments on cross-position activity recognition.
erefore, our algorithms can be applied to many applications to
increase the generalization ability of activity models.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Activity Recognition
Human Activity recognition has been a popular research topic in
pervasive computing [6] for its competence in learning profound
high-level knowledge about human activity from raw sensor in-
puts. Several survey articles have elaborated the recent advance of
activity recognition using conventional machine learning [6, 21]
and deep learning [39] approaches.
Conventional machine learning approaches have made tremen-
dous progress on HAR by adopting machine learning algorithms
such as similarity-based approach [9, 48], active learning [19],
crowdsourcing [22], and other semi-supervised methods [20, 29].
ose methods typically treat HAR as a standard time series classi-
cation problem. And they tend to solve it by subsequently perform-
ing preprocessing procedures, feature extraction, model building,
and activity inference. However, they all assume that the training
and test data are with the same distribution. As for CDAR where the
training (source) and the test (target) data are from dierent feature
distributions, those conventional methods are prune to under-ing
since their generalization ability will be undermined [32].
Deep learning based HAR [33, 39] achieves the state-of-the-art
performance than conventional machine learning approaches. e
reason is that deep learning is capable of automatically extracting
high-level features from the raw sensor readings [23]. erefore,
the features are likely to be more domain-invariant and tend to
perform beer for cross-domain tasks. A recent work evaluated
deep models for cross-domain HAR [28], which provides some
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experience for future research on this area. ere are still many
open problems for deep learning based CDAR.
2.2 Transfer Learning
Transfer learning has been successfully applied in many applica-
tions such as Wi-Fi localization [30], natural language process-
ing [4], and visual object recognition [12]. According to the litera-
ture survey [32], transfer learning can be categorized into 3 types:
instance-based, parameter-based, and feature-based methods.
Instance-based methods perform knowledge transfer mainly
through instance re-weighting techniques [7, 36]. Parameter-based
methods [44, 47] rst train a model using the labeled source domain,
then perform clustering on the target domain. Feature-based meth-
ods [15, 31, 38] learn a feature transformation between domains
when the distance can be minimized. A detailed survey on transfer
learning for activity recognition is conducted in [11].
Our work diers from transfer learning in the following two aspects:
1) Source selection
e work [42] rst proposed a source-selection free transfer
learning approach. ey choose the source samples that are close
to the target samples using the Laplacian Eigenmap. e work
[27] followed this idea in the text classication. However, both
of them only focused on the sample selection, while our USSAR
focuses on the selection of the whole domain. Collier et al. [10]
investigated the transfer performance of dierent layers of a neural
network in a grid search manner. But they did not perform source
selection. e work [35] developed a relation network, which can
be used to evaluate the distance between dierent image samples.
Yet they still focused on the single sample. Authors in [3] proposed
a greedy multi-source selection algorithm. is selection algorithm
could iteratively select the best K source domains and then perform
transfer learning based on this selection. However, their method
is too general to focus on the domain-specic features of activity
recognition.
2) Transfer network
In recent years, the deep transfer learning methods have dramat-
ically increased the learning performance of transfer learning tasks.
Some popular deep transfer learning methods include Deep Do-
main Confusion (DDC) [37], Joint Adaptation Network (JAN) [26],
and Domain adversarial Neural Network (DANN) [14]. ey are
typically based on deep neural networks, where they add an adap-
tation layer to reduce the distribution divergence between domains.
Compared to existing deep transfer learning methods, our TNNAR
network is tailored according to the characteristics of activity recog-
nition. Hence, we not only consider the generic transfer learning
scenario, but also focus on the spatial and time relationship between
activities.
3 OUR METHOD
In this section, we describe our Unsupervised Source Selection and
Transfer Neural Network for activity recognition. Before that, we
will rst formally give the problem denition.
3.1 Problem denition
Assume we have an activity domain Dt = {xjt }ntj=1 as the target
domain which we want to learn its corresponding activity labels
yt , i.e. to predict the person’s activity state based on the sensor
signals. Suppose we have C activity states (labels). ere are M
labeled source domains available: {Dis }Mi=1. Each source domain
Dis = {xjs ,y js }n
i
s
j=1. Note that the data distributions are not the same,
i.e. P(xs ) , P(xt ). We need to design algorithms to: 1) select the
best K(K < M) source domains (we denote them as Ds (K)), and 2)
perform eective transfer learning from Ds (K) to Dt in order to
obtain yt .
3.2 Unsupervised Source Selection
Since the target domain has no labels, it is challenging to measure
the distance betweenDt andDis . Moreover, the activity signals are
not only normal time series data, there are more mixed information
and relationships in dierent domains, such as the correlated body
functions and paerns. Existing distance measurements such as
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [5] and A distance [2] are
too generic for our problem. ey only calculate the data distance
without considering the relationship between body parts. erefore,
we should develop a comprehensive measurement to evaluate the
distance between dierent activity domains.
In this paper, we propose the Unsupervised Source Selection for
Activity Recognition (USSAR) algorithm to eectively select the
right source domains for the target activity domain. Our USSAR
well considers the generality and specicity of activity while select-
ing source domains. Generality means that we have to seek the
general relation between activity data, which is a common problem
in machine learning. More importantly, specicity means that we
should consider the specic information behind dierent activity
domains. Formally, if we denote D(A,B) as the distance between
domains A and B, then it can be represented as
D(A,B) = Dд(A,B) + λDs (A,B), (1)
where Dд(A,B) is the general distance (д for general) and Ds (A,B)
is the specic distance (s for specic). λ ∈ [0, 1] is the trade-o
factor between two terms.
e general distance Dд(A,B) can be easily computed by the
well-established A-distance [2]:
Dд(A,B) = 2(1 − 2ϵ), (2)
where ϵ is the error to classify domains A and B. In order to obtain
ϵ , we train a linear binary classier h on A and B, where A has
the label +1 and B has the label −1 (or vice versa). en, we apply
prediction on both domains to get the error ϵ .
e specic distance Ds (A,B) is composed of two important
aspects from activity recognition: the semantic and the kinetic
information. e semantic information refers to the spatial rela-
tionship between two domains, i.e. close spatial relations lead to
the similar property. e kinetic information refers to the activ-
ity signal relationship between domains, i.e. close signal relations
lead to the shorter distance. We take the following approaches to
calculate the semantic and kinetic distances.
Semantic distance: We basically give each source domain a
weight w ∈ [0, 1] indicating its spatial relationship with the target
domain. erefore, if there are M source domains available, there
will be M weights: {wi }Mi=1. Currently, the weighting technique
is only based on human experience, i.e. we give relatively small
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weights if we think two domains are not closely related, while we
give relatively large weights if we think two domains are closely
related. For instance, if the target domain is the Right Hand, we
would probably give a larger weight to the source domain Le Hand
since these two body parts are always correlated; on the other hand,
we would probably give the source domain Torso a small weight
since these two body parts are not exactly correlated. Since wi is a
weight, we bound it by:
M∑
i=1
wi = 1. (3)
Kinetic distance: ere are many approaches available to ap-
proximate the signal relationship between two domains. is re-
lationship can be captured by the consistency between two sig-
nals. For instance, the Pearson correlation score and the maximum
mean discrepancy can be used to calculate this relationship. In
this paper, we adopt the well-established Cosine similarity function.
Specically, given two domains A and B, their cosine similarity is
formulated as:
cos(A,B) = E

∑
a,b
a · b
|a · b|
 , (4)
where a, b are the basic vectors in A and B, respectively. E[·] is
the expectation of samples. Note that when one domain is the
target domain, its weight can be set to 1. Once the kinetic distance
is calculated, we combine it with the weights generated by the
semantic distance, and nally get the specicity distance as:
ds (A,B) = E

∑
a,b
waa ·wbb
|waa ·wbb|
 . (5)
Overall distance: we combine the general distance (Eq. 2) and
the specic distance (Eq. 5) to get the nal distance expression:
d(A,B) = 2(1 − 2ϵ) + λE

∑
a,b
waa ·wbb
|waa ·wbb|
 . (6)
Note that this distance measurement does not rely on the labels
of the target domain. We call this distance the Context Activity
Distance (CAD). Once we have the CAD, we can perform source
selection from many available source domains. In this paper, we
propose a greedy algorithm to select the available sources. We
regard the source selection problem as the process of constructing
a nite set S . Initially, we calculate all the CADs between the target
domain and every source domain and sort them in an increasing
order. At this time, the set S = ϕ. en, we add the source domain
with the smallest CAD (denoted as Dmins )to S : S = Dmins . Aer
that, we add other K − 1 source domains to S according to the
greedy technique: if d(S,Dis ) < d(Dt ,Dis ), we add Dis to S . e
USSAR algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
3.3 Transfer Neural Network
Aer obtaining the selected source domains Ds (K), we can per-
form knowledge transfer across the target and the source domains.
In this paper, we propose a neural network to accomplish this
Algorithm 1 USSAR: Unsupervised Source Selection for Activity
Recognition
Input: M available source domains {Dis }Mi=1, target domain Dt ,
the number of selected source domains K(K << M)
Output: e selected source domain set S .
1: Calculate the CAD between each source domain and target
domain using Eq. (6), and sort them in an increasing order;
2: Initialize a set S = Dmins ;
Set i = 2
3: repeat
4: Calculate the CAD between Dis and S , and denote it as diS ;
5: If diS < d(Dt ,Dis ), we add Dis to S ;
6: Else i = i + 1;
7: until i = K
8: return S .
transfer. Generally speaking, the goal of the transfer neural net-
work is to learn the classiers y = fs (x) and y = ft (x) and mini-
mize their discrepancies. So the expected target risk is bounded:
Rt (ft ) = E(x,y)[ft (x) , y]. Since there are discrepancies between
the source and target domain, the general form of the function f
can be expressed as:
f (x) = `c (x) + µ`a (Ds ,Dt ), (7)
where `c (x) is the classication loss on the labeled data (source
domain), and `a (·, ·) is the adaptation loss on both of the source
and target domains. µ ∈ [0, 1] is the trade-o factor.
is is a general form of a transfer neural network. In cross-
domain activity recognition seing, the structure of the neural
network has to be modied according to the characteristics of
activity recognition. In this paper, we propose Transfer Neural
Network for Activity Recognition (TNNAR). e structure of our
TNNAR is illustrated in Figure 3. e proposed TNNAR consists of
two convolutional layers with max-pooling layers, one LSTM layer,
and two fully-connected (fc) layers. e convolutional layers are
adopted to extract the spatial features for the activities, while the
LSTM layer is adopted to capture the time relationship between
activities. e fully-connected layer is acting as the classication
function.
Beyond this simple structure, we also add an adaptation layer to
reduce the discrepancy between two domains. e reason we add
this layer aer the rst fully-connected layer is that the features
are becoming specic to the higher layer, making adaptation more
urgent. e low-level layers are only extracting some common
features, thus they do not need to be adapted [45]. e adaptation
layer computes the adaptation loss, which can be optimized jointly
with the classication loss.
We denote Wl and bl the weights and bias at fc layer l . Each fc
layer l will learn a nonlinear mapping hl = f l (Wlhl−1i +bl ), where
hl is the lth layer hidden representation and f l is the activation
function. e activation f l for the last fc layer is computed as
f l (x) = ex/∑ |x |j=1 exj . e other fc layer takes the ReLU units f l =
max(0, x). If we denote Θ = {Wl , bl } the hyperparameters of the
neural network, then the empirical risk is
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Figure 3: e structure of Transfer Neural Network for Activity Recognition (TNNAR).
`c = min
Θ
1
nb
b∑
i=1
J (Θ(xbi ),ybi ), (8)
where J is the cross-entropy function. (xbi ,ybi ) denotes all the
labeled samples from the source domain.
As for the adaptation layer, we adopted the well-established
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [5] as the measurement to re-
duce the discrepancy between domains. MMD is a popular distance
metric, which has been widely used in many existing work [24, 31],
and its eectiveness has been veried in [16]. e MMD distance
between distributions p and q is dened as d2(p,q) = (Ep [ϕ(zs )] −
Eq [ϕ(zt )])2HK whereHK is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS) induced by feature map ϕ(·). Here, E[·] denotes the mean
of the embedded samples. erefore, the MMD distance between
the source and target domain is
MMD(Ds ,Dt ) = ‖E[xs ] − E[xt ]‖2HK . (9)
We train the TNNAR using mini-batch Stochastic Gradient De-
scent (SGD) strategy. e gradient can be calculated as
∆Θl =
∂J (·)
∂Θl
+ µ
∂`a (·)
∂Θl
. (10)
4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of USSAR and TNNAR.
4.1 Datasets and Setup
We used the same datasets and setup in a recent literature [40]
to perform cross-position activity recognition (CPAR). CPAR is
an important aspect of cross-domain activity recognition (CDAR).
Specically, it refers to the situation where the activity labels of
some body parts are missing, so it is necessary and feasible to
leverage the labeled data from other similar body parts to get the
labels of those body parts.
ere are three public datasets used in [40]: OPPORTUNITY
dataset (OPP) [8], PAMAP2 dataset (PAMAP2) [34], and UCI daily
and sports dataset (DSADS) [1]. Table 1 provides a brief introduc-
tion to these three datasets. In the following, we briey introduce
those datasets, and more information can be found in their original
papers. OPP is composed of 4 subjects executing dierent levels of
activities with sensors tied to more than 5 body parts. PAMAP2 is
collected by 9 subjects performing 18 activities with sensors on 3
body parts. DSADS consists of 19 activities collected from 8 sub-
jects wearing body-worn sensors on 5 body parts. Accelerometer,
gyroscope, and magnetometer are all used in three datasets.
Following the same protocol in [40], we also investigated the
same positions in three datasets as in Figure 2. In our experiments,
we use the data from all three sensors in each body part since most
information can be retained in this way.
e transfer scenarios are obtained according to [40]. ere are
three scenarios that reect dierent similarities between domains:
a) similar body parts of the same person, b) dierent body parts of
the same person, c) similar body parts of dierent person. In the
sequel, we use the notation A→ B to denote labeling the activity
of domain B using the labeled domainA. In total, we constructed 22
tasks. Note that there are dierent activities in three datasets. For
scenario a) and b), we simply use all the classes in each dataset; for
scenario c) which is cross-dataset, we extract 4 common classes for
each dataset (i.e. Walking, Siing, Lying, and Standing). In addition,
we did not include the scenario ‘dierent body parts of dierent
person’ since 1) all the methods perform poorly in that scenario,
and 2) that scenario does not have reasonable feasibility in real
applications.
4.2 Evaluation of USSAR
First, we evaluate the performance of the proposed USSAR algo-
rithm for unsupervised source selection. In this experiment, we
choose the OPP and DSADS datasets since there are 5 body posi-
tions in them. We combine the two datasets together, which means
that given a target domain in a dataset, there are 9 source domains
available to select. In order to fully evaluate the algorithm, we set
K = 1, 2, 3, 4.
We compare USSAR with several source selection techniques:
• A-distance [2], which is selected according to the top K
smallest A-distances. is distance is acting as the base-
line.
• SDM: subspace disagreement measurement [15], which
is computing the distance between domains based on the
principle angle [17].
• GR: Greedy algorithm [3], which is selecting sources using
a greedy technique.
• MMD: Maximum Mean Discrepancy [5], which is a popular
metric to measure the distance.
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Table 1: Brief introduction of three public datasets for activity recognition [40]
Dataset #Subject #Activity #Sample #Feature Body parts
OPPORTUNITY 4 4 701,366 459 Back (B), Right Upper Arm (RUA), Right Le Arm (RLA), Le Upper Arm (LLA), Le Lower Arm (LLA)
PAMAP2 9 18 2,844,868 243 Hand (H), Chest(C), Ankle (A)
DSADS 8 19 1,140,000 405 Torso (T), Right Arm (RA), Le Arm (LA), Right Leg (RL), Le Leg (LL)
K=1 K=2 K=3 K=4
Number of selected source domains
30
40
50
60
70
A
cc
ur
ac
y 
(%
)
Baseline MMD SDM GA USSAR
(a) Torso as the target domain
K=1 K=2 K=3 K=4
Number of selected source domains
50
60
70
80
90
A
cc
ur
ac
y 
(%
)
Baseline MMD SDM GA USSAR
(b) Right Arm as the target domain
Figure 4: Classication accuracy of dierent source selection algorithms.
We randomly select two body positions: Torso (T, or Back in
DSADS) and Right Arm (RA) in DSADS. When one of the body parts
is selected as the target domain, it means that their labels are miss-
ing and we need to predict its labels using the rest 9 domains. e
parameters of comparison methods are set according to their origi-
nal papers. For USSAR algorithm, we assign dierent weights to
each body part according to their relationship to the target domain.
In fact, each body part can be a target domain, so these weights are
dynamic and relative. For instance, in OPP dataset, if we take the
RUA as the target domain, then the weights for the other nine parts
can be: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.1, · · · , 0.1, as long as they add up to 1. is
weighting technique can be tailored according to human experience.
As long as it reects the functional relationship between body parts,
that can be accepted.
Note that there is no ground-truth about the right source do-
mains: we can never learn the actual distance between two domains.
erefore, we turn to use the classication accuracy as the evalua-
tion metric. Aer selecting the source domains, we train the same
linear SVM classier on the selected source domains, and then apply
prediction on the target domain to get the classication accuracy.
It is intuitive that if we select beer source domains, the classi-
cation accuracy will also be good. e experimental results are in
Figure 4. e results clearly indicated that the proposed USSAR
source selection algorithm can choose the right source domains for
transfer learning.
4.3 Evaluation of TNNAR
In this part, we evaluate the eectiveness of TNNAR for transfer
learning in CPAR. In order to test the performance of TNNAR, we
conducted two experiments: transfer learning on single source
domain, and transfer learning on multiple source domains. We
compare TNNAR with the following methods:
• PCA: Principal component analysis [13].
• KPCA: Kernel principal component analysis [13].
• TCA: Transfer component analysis [31].
• GFK: Geodesic ow kernel [15].
• TKL: Transfer kernel learning [25].
• STL: Stratied Transfer Learning [40].
PCA and KPCA are classic dimensionality reduction methods,
while TCA, GFK, TKL, and STL are representative transfer learning
approaches. e codes of PCA and KPCA are provided in Matlab.
e codes of TCA, GFK, and TKL can be obtained online 1. e
constructed datasets and STL code are available online 2.
e implementations of all comparison methods are follow-
ing [40]. Dierent from these work which exploited feature ex-
traction according to human knowledge, we take the original signal
as the input. For TNNAR network, we set the learning rate to be
0.001 with a dropout rate of 0.8 to prevent overing. e batch
sizes for source and target domains are 64. Note that although we
selected K source domains, we basically combine them into one
large source domain. Since the sensor signal is a multi-channel
reading, we treat each channel as a distinct signal and perform 1D
convolution on it. Totally, there are 9 channels (i.e. 3 accelerome-
ters, 3 gyroscopes, and 3 magnetometers). e convolution kernel
size is 64 × 1 with the depth 32. Other parameters of the neural
network are set accordingly. For the MMD measurement, we take
the linear-time MMD as in [16].
Note that in both of the two experiments, all of the comparison
methods used the same source and target domains. For the single
source domain situation, we follow the seings in [40] and report
the results in Table 2. For the experiments on multiple source
domains, we extend the results in the last section and set K = 3
to select the source domains by USSAR. e results are in Table 3.
Note that in order to obtain the steady performance, we perform
10 random permutations of the data and record the average results.
e results clearly indicated that TNNAR dramatically increases
the performance of cross-domain activity recognition. Specically,
TNNAR has an average performance improvement of 3.42% com-
pared to the best method STL. In all levels of similarities, TNNAR
outperforms the comparison methods. It indicates that TNNAR
1hps://tinyurl.com/y79j6twy
2hps://tinyurl.com/y7en6owt
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Table 2: Classication accuracy (%) of TNNAR and other comparison methods on single source transfer tasks.
Scenario Dataset Task PCA KPCA TCA GFK TKL STL TNNAR
Similar body parts on the same person
DSADS RA→ LA 59.91 62.17 66.15 71.07 54.10 71.04 75.89RL→ LL 69.46 70.92 75.06 79.71 61.63 81.60 86.76
OPP RUA→ LUA 76.12 65.64 76.88 74.62 66.81 83.96 87.43RLA→ LLA 62.17 66.48 60.60 74.62 66.82 83.93 86.29
Dierent body parts on the same person
DSADS RA→ T 38.89 30.20 39.41 44.19 32.72 45.61 50.22
PAMAP2 H→ C 34.97 24.44 34.86 36.24 35.67 43.47 46.32
OPP RLA→ T 59.10 46.99 55.43 48.89 47.66 56.88 59.58RUA→ T 67.95 54.52 67.50 66.14 60.49 75.15 75.75
Similar body parts on dierent person
PAMAP2→ OPP C→ B 32.80 43.78 39.02 27.64 35.64 40.10 45.62
DSADS→ PAMAP T→ C 23.19 17.95 23.66 19.39 21.65 37.83 39.21
OPP→ DSADS B→ T 44.30 49.35 46.91 48.07 52.79 55.45 57.97
Average 51.71 48.40 53.23 53.69 48.73 61.37 64.64
Table 3: Accuracy (%) of multiple source domains
Target PCA TCA GFK TKL STL TNNAR
RA 66.78 68.43 70.87 70.21 73.22 78.40
Torso 42.87 47.21 48.09 43.32 51.22 55.48
RL 71.24 73.47 81.23 74.26 83.76 87.41
RLA 65.78 67.10 76.38 70.32 84.52 86.75
Average 61.67 64.05 69.14 64.53 73.18 77.01
is capable of performing transfer learning in all kinds of activity
recognition scenarios. e reasons are three folds: 1) Other com-
parison methods are operated on the extracted features according
to human knowledge, which may not be sucient to capture the re-
sourceful information of the activities. TNNAR is based on the deep
neural network to automatically extract features without human
knowledge. As previous work has demonstrated the eectiveness
of deep neural network on feature extraction [39], it will help the
network to extract more high-level features. 2) e structure of
the neural network is benecial for performing transfer learning,
since the hyperparameters can be easily shared across domains. 3)
e deep neural network has both the convolution and LSTM cells,
which enables it to learn the spatial and time information from the
activities. erefore, the network can understand more information
about the activity data.
We can also have more insights by combining Table 2 and Table 3.
Firstly, for the same target domain, adding more source domains
will clearly increase the performance. is is because there is more
knowledge contained in multiple domains than a single domain.
Secondly, when Torso is the target domain, the results are dramati-
cally increased. When the arms and legs are as the target domains,
the results did not improve that far. is is probably because that
the most similar part to the arms and legs are their opposites (the
other arms and legs). us adding more source domains can only
increase the results a lile. However, since the Torso is highly cor-
related with all the body parts, the performance of this body part
will be dramatically increased by adding other source domains.
4.4 Sensitivity Analysis
ere are two critical factors in USSAR and TNNAR: the trade-
o factors λ and µ. A good choice for these two factors will
help the algorithm perform beer. In this section, we evaluate
the sensitivity of them through empirical experiments. We set
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Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis of λ and µ.
λ, µ ∈ {0, 0.1, · · · , 1.0} for a single task (Torso as the target domain,
and K = 3) and record the classication accuracy in Figure 5. From
the results, we can clearly see that the algorithm is robust with a
large width of the parameter choice. erefore, these two parame-
ters do not to be cherry-picked. is indicates that our algorithm
can be easily applied to real applications.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
If the activity labels of some body parts are missing, it is critical and
necessary to exploit the well-labeled information from other body
parts to obtain the missing labels. In this paper, we propose the
rst unsupervised source selection algorithm for activity recogni-
tion (USSAR). USSAR could consider both the semantic and kinetic
relation between body parts, thus it is able to accurately select the
right domains that are closely related to the target domain. We
also propose an end-to-end Transfer Neural Network for activity
recognition (TNNAR) that can learn transferable representations
for activities. Experimental results demonstrate that compared to
many source selection and transfer learning algorithms, our pro-
posed USSAR can select the right source domains and TNNAR is
able to achieve the best classication accuracy.
In future work, we plan to extend the USSAR and TNNAR al-
gorithms for activity recognition with heterogeneous and distant
activity domains.
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